The compact Noiseless Model 7 has all the speed and ease of operation of the Remington Rand Noiseless office machine — because built into it is the same exclusive pressure printing mechanism! It can be used anywhere, anytime, either for home use, or in the office for business and professional use.

And years from now it will still be as swift, efficient and silent as it is today. The Remington Rand Noiseless Model 7 is a lifetime investment!

LOOK INSIDE! CHECK THE FEATURES THAT MAKE THIS THE WORLD’S FINEST PORTABLE!

Handsome Carrying Case

A sturdy case designed to fit in the most luxurious surroundings. Keeps machine dust-free when not in use. The typewriter is easily removed from case for use on desk.
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Remington NOISELESS MODEL 7 Portable Typewriter

The World’s Finest Personal Typewriter
NOISELESS Model 7

8 BIG Features That Make This The FINEST PORTABLE That Money Can Buy!

- Silent Pressure Printing: The exclusive Noiseless action that silences the sound of the type against the platen and mutes the noise of the whole mechanism.
- Special Card Holder: Holds file cards so they can be typed to the very edge. Of special help to those collecting data for research or using regular card systems.
- Smooth Touch: A five-way regulator that adjusts to the touch of each operator, combined with pressure printing, makes the Noiseless Model 7 most responsive to your typing touch.
- Variable Line Spacer: Allows platen to be moved to any position. Lines up type accurately for fill-ins and corrections. Saves re-typing whole pages.
- Large-Sized Platen: Larger platen circumference for easy, correct feeding of standard size letterheads and envelopes of various widths.
- Sturdy Construction: Every part inside and out, has passed long, hard usage tests. Precision-engineered from the finest materials by skilled workmen. Lasts a lifetime!
- Single, Double, Triple Line Spacer: A great advantage in writing manuscripts in which wide spaces for corrections must be left between the lines.
- Speedy Tabulator Sets: A feature usually found only on big office machines. Tabulator key and full set of tabulator stops. Invaluable for statistical work and compiling of data.